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Nanofluid adoption as an alternative coolant fo
PEM fuel cell studies. In this paper, findings on the thermo-electrical performance of a liquid-cooled PEM fuel cell with the adoption of Al2O3 na
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Increase of awareness in environmental pollution and concern
on fossil fuel depletion issues have diversified the search of an
alternative energy source. Among the alternatives, the highlight
is hydrogen as an energy carrier. Hydrogen fuel cell offers a greener
solution to the conventional power conversion system as it only
produces usable electricity, together with heat and water as by-
products [1].

The PEM fuel cell is an electro-chemical device that utilizes
hydrogen as a fuel to react with pure oxygen or surrounding air in
order to generate electricity. Acceptance of hydrogen fuel cells as a
viable, flexible and clean energy generator for the future has pushed
the rapid progress of PEM fuel cells technology. Initiatives taken
namely the use of development of better and cheapermaterialswith
component designs that operates at greater efficiencies in order to

performance compared to conventional platinum loadin
Membrane material has evolved from the use of Nafion� to
phoric acid-doped PBI membranes for high temperature a
tions (120–200 �C) [6]. Bipolar plate designs are more diver
applies complex geometrical gas flow fields to improve the
mity of distribution, pressure drop and reaction at the GDL
Highly responsive process control using advanced modeli
algorithms has been developed to optimize PEM fuel cell
hardware [11]. Meanwhile, in thermal management, effectiv
perature control strategies for transportation have been pr
for minimal stack temperature variation [12].

A PEM fuel cell attracts researchers especially in auto
industries due to its high energy conversion efficiency of
compared to 20–30% in internal combustion engines (ICE)
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r Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) fuel cell is a new embarkation which hybridizes the nanofluids and 

nofluids 
were established. Thermo-physical properties of 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5% volume concentration of Al2O3 nanoparticles dispersed in water and water: Ethylene 
glycol (EG) mixtures of 60:40 were measured and then adopted in PEM fuel cell as cooling medium. The result shows that the cooling rate improved up to 

187% with the addition of 0.5% volume concentration of Al2O3 nanofluids
property of nanofluids as compared to the base fluid. However, there wa
electrical ratio (TER) and Advantage ratio (AR) were then established to ev
both electrical and thermo-fluid performance considering all aspects includ
analysis of these two ratios, 0.1% volume concentration of Al2O3 dispersed in
PEM fuel cell.

1. Introduction
the base fluid of water. This is due to the excellent thermal conductivity 
 penalty of higher pressure drop and voltage drop experienced. Thermo 
te the feasibility of Al2O3 nanofluid adoption in PEM fuel cells in terms of 
heat transfer enhancement, fluid flow and PEM fuel cell performance. Upon 
ater shows to be the most feasible nanofluid for adoption in a liquid-cooled 

bring down the energy generation costs to a target of USD40/kWe

[2]. Some recent trends in the advancement of PEM fuel cell technol-
ogy is provided here. Less expensive carbon xerogels are replacing
carbon blackmicroporous layer as the GDL [3].Membrane Electrode
Assemblies having microporous layers with low molecular weight
PDMS polymers exhibited better performance compared to PTFE
and FEP based polymers [4]. Lowquantities and nanosized platinum
catalysts, deposited on graphene nanoplatelets, showed improved
gs [5].
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